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EPC-UK CONTINUES ITS COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENT
CUSTOMER SERVICE WITH FOUR NEW ROLES
At EPC-UK we have reinforced our commitment to ensuring that excellent customer service is at the forefront of the
organisation, by promoting four team members to key customer facing positions earlier this year.
Ryan Ward,
Commercial Manager
Explosives, Services and Metrics

John Morgan
Area Supervisor for Shropshire and
Leicestershire

Ryan joined EPC-UK four years
ago as a Laboratory Technician,
before becoming a Commercial
Analyst in 2017. As Commercial
Manager – Explosives, Services and Metrics, Ryan
is responsible for contracts, tenders, strengthening
new and existing relationships and ensuring EPC-UK
remains commercially competitive.

John began his career in the
explosives industry thirty
years ago, working his way
from Excavator Driver to Blast
Designer. He is now Area Supervisor for Shropshire and
Leicestershire. His main responsibilities are to enhance
customer satisfaction and ensure the safety of all
colleagues in his team.
Leanne Tuscher
Transport Manager

Charlotte Hegarty
Customer Service Manager
Charlotte joined EPC-UK as a
Transport Administrator five years
ago. In her new role as Customer
Service Manager, she has sole
responsibility for the management
of the sales office, from processing orders and
invoicing, to coordinating drivers and arranging site
visits, ensuring that the demands of our customers are
consistently being met.

Leanne joined EPC-UK in 2014 as a
Freight Forwarding Administrator
at the company’s Bramble
Island site. In her new position
as Transport Manager, she is
responsible for ensuring all vehicles are road worthy
and drivers are compliant with the latest rules and
regulations.

Our reputation for providing only the highest level of customer service is
renowned within the industry. Ryan, Charlotte, John and Leanne will each
play a vital role in providing our customers with the guidance, support and
professionalism they have come to expect from EPC-UK and I would like
to take this opportunity to congratulate all four on their promotions.
Ben Williams
Managing Director - EPC-UK
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We value the comments of our
readers which we use to further
improve the magazine. If you have
any questions, suggestions or you
would like to contribute to the
publication please contact:
robert.collins@epc-groupe.co.uk
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION

Follow EPC-UK across a range
of social media channels and
join our growing number of
friends online.
We’ll keep you up-to-date
with all the latest news, events
and developments. You can
enjoy great videos and images
and find out more about our
people and what we do.

EPC-UK, Venture Crescent,
Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 7RA
www.epc-groupe.co.uk

As we move into the
second quarter of
2019, it’s a pleasure
to welcome you to
our #22 edition of
Onsite. 2019 is a year of
significant investment
for EPC-UK – both in
terms of technological
advancements and the development
and wellbeing of our staff - and this
is the common thread which runs
throughout this issue of Onsite.
#Teamwork #InvestorsinPeople
#Ourpeople
Our people are our future and as such
we are dedicated to helping them
achieve their goals by providing a
supportive environment in which they
can grow. Our Investors in People Silver
Award recognises this and you can find
out how we achieved this prestigious
accolade (pages 24-25). This year has
also seen four of our team members
promoted to key customer-facing roles,
demonstrating our commitment to
encouraging staff progression (page 2).
#Smartrig #Matrixplant
#Investinginthefuture
2019 has already seen several
technological developments which are
enabling us to provide our customers
with the very latest techniques and
engineering expertise. We became
the first UK company to take delivery
of an Epiroc SmartROC D65 ‘Down
the Hole’ hammer drill rig (pages 6-7)
which is helping us further optimise
the blasting process. We also provide
you with an update on our innovative
drone fleet (pages 18-19), which is
revolutionising the way we conduct
blast surveys. However, one of our
biggest investments is our state-of-theart bulk emulsion facility (pages 8-9).
We’re extremely proud of this new plant
and what it will enable us to achieve.
We hope you enjoy reading about it!

#CommitToBeFit #EspritdEquipe
#Healthandsafety
As always, health and safety is at our
heart and we’re delighted to report
that we have – for the second time –
received the MPQC Award for Safety,
Safety Culture and Leadership in
recognition of our ‘Commit to be Fit’
initiative (pages 10-11). In addition,
we have also achieved accreditation
of ISO22301 Business Continuity
Management. This is a marked
accomplishment as it proves our ability
to understand relevant threats and put
preventative plans in place, helping to
keep our staff and their environment
safe.
#Freightforwarding #Transportation
#Integratedlogistics
We are renowned for our blasting
capabilities, but did you know
we also offer a specialist freight
forwarding service? The transportation
of dangerous materials can be
challenging, but we understand these
challenges better than anyone, making
us well placed to offer a truly integrated
service. In this edition of Onsite, we
shine a light on our Freight Forwarding
offering (pages 20-21).
#EPCGolfDay #HandonHeart
#Heartsafety
Once again, we are holding our annual
charity golf day in aid of our chosen
charity ‘Hand on Heart’, (pages 26-27).
It’s been a driving success for three
years running and we hope 2019 will be
no exception. There is still time to enter
so we hope to see you there!
I hope you enjoy reading this issue of
Onsite. If you have any topics regarding
our service, products or industry, that
you would like to see in future issues
please do get in touch.

Ben Williams
Managing Director
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POSITIONING OURSELVES IN THE CHAMPIONS’
LEAGUE FOR SAFETY CULTURE

Pay it
forward

Contributor: Ashley Haslett, Head of SHEAQ | EPC-UK

Striving to continue our ever-improving safety record, we launched the
2019 Safety Kick-off Briefings in January - a series of EPC-UK seminars
designed to further enhance safety culture within the company.

Scan me for the latest
news from EPC-UK
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EPC-UK LAUNCHES 2019 KICK-OFF BRIEFINGS
Since the beginning of the year, Safety Kickoff Briefings have been held across all EPC-UK
sites, encouraging each individual employee to
consider the importance of safety throughout the
company. Beginning with presentations from senior
management, line managers and EPC-UK Safety
Ambassadors, the Kick-off Briefings have served to
review 2018’s safety performance, whilst setting out
objectives for 2019.
MAINTAINING THE IMPETUS
During 2018 the number of near misses and unsafe
conditions reported at EPC-UK had fallen by a third
compared to 2017, despite an increase in the number
of employees. So, to help keep momentum, we’ve
structured the 2019 Kick-off Briefings to re-emphasise
the importance of reporting unsafe conditions and
behaviours.

This year our Safety Briefings have
focused on three key subjects –
Behaviour-based Safety; Communication;
and Training and Competence – and
the goals we have set ourselves in
these areas.

Ashley Haslett, Head of SHEAQ (Atlantic Area) at EPCUK, explains more: “Safety is central to everything we
do. The reporting of near misses and unsafe behaviour
was central to our briefings in 2018 and continues to
be so this year. These near misses are precursors to
accidents, so proactively identifying and addressing
them serves to not only provide a learning opportunity
but also reduce the likelihood of injury.

Safety is not a ‘buzz’ word
for anyone at EPC-UK, it
is intrinsic to everything we do.
Ashley Haslett
Head of SHEAQ | EPC-UK

by our employees, via our 360° feedback concept,
so our second key objective for this year is to bridge
this gap with an efficient, consistent and collective
communications strategy – one we are all responsible
for.
GOING THE EXTRA MILE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Bob Woolley
SHEAQ Manager | EPC-UK

The briefings have also presented a platform to
discuss the ‘Pay It Forward’ campaign, where safety
related acts of kindness are encouraged to make a
difference to EPC-UK’s culture of business.

With regards to behavioural safety, our aim is to
further enhance the safety culture within EPC-UK
and reinforce our Esprit d’Equipe concept. We
endeavour to achieve this through more appropriate
and effective means of communication. A gap in
our approach to communications was highlighted

In addition, Peer Reviews have been evaluated
during the briefings; the process introduced two
years ago, to enable employees to discuss incidents
where a change in behaviour would have improved
the outcome and helped to prevent a detrimental
consequence.
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EPC-UK LOOKS TO THE FUTURE WITH NEW
CUTTING-EDGE DRILL RIG FROM EPIROC
Contributor: Ben Coppock, National Operations Manager | EPC-UK

In order to keep at the forefront of drilling technology, we
have taken delivery of an Epiroc SmartROC D65 ‘Down the
hole’ hammer drill rig, the first of its kind in the UK.

Scan me for the latest
news from EPC-UK
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INTELLIGENCE AND POWER COMBINED
Incorporating cutting-edge automation and GPS
technology, the SmartROC D65 has the intelligence
and power to consistently drill accurately located, high
quality blast holes. The precise drilling of blast holes,
combined with fully digital blast design and analysis
via EPC-UK’s in-house software Expertir, means the
blast process can be managed with accuracy from
beginning to end to deliver the desired outcome for
the customer.
The rig’s Hole Navigation System (HNS) enables faster
setup at each hole location, whilst the automated
drilling process ensures consistent contact with the
rock, which controls the compressor and air flow to
maximise fuel efficiency. The HNS navigation system,
in conjunction with the built-in GPS, removes the need
to manually mark and survey hole positions, greatly
improving both efficiency and safety.

OPTIMISING THE BLASTING PROCESS
The Epiroc SmartROC D65 will help us to further
optimise the blasting process to produce the
best possible fragmentation, as well as reduce
fuel consumption due to its intelligent control of
compressor-load and engine rpm.
AT THE FOREFRONT OF BLASTING TECHNOLOGY
The addition of the new SmartROC D65 drill rig to our
portfolio will put EPC-UK at the forefront of drilling and
blasting technology and when combined with our other
technologies - drone surveys, fragmentation analysis,
digital blast design - and our engineering expertise, will
enable us to provide our customers with the next level
of blasting services.

EPC-UK is continually investing
in the future to ensure its
technologies and engineering expertise
are industry-leading - and this new rig
is a demonstration of our continued
commitment to providing our customers
with only the most up-to-the-minute
drilling and blasting technology.
Ben Coppock
National Operations Manager - EPC-UK

The SmartROC D65 is our first ‘Down
the hole’ smart rig to be deployed in
the UK. It is a significant step for Epiroc in
terms of product development and we are
delighted that EPC-UK has decided
to introduce this new technology to
the industry.
Paul Warren
SED Sales Manager - Epiroc
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STATE-OF-THE-ART BULK EMULSION FACILITY
OFFICIALLY OPENED BY EPC GROUPE CHAIRMAN & CEO
Contributor: Chris Barlow, Operations Manager - RCW | EPC-UK

On the 20th March we were honoured to welcome Mr Olivier Obst,
Chairman and CEO of the EPC Groupe, to Rough Close Works to
officially open our new state-of-the-art bulk emulsion facility.

Scan me for the latest
news from EPC-UK
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The biggest investment made by EPC-UK for over 25 years, the new plant has
been specifically designed to deliver the necessary capacity and infrastructure
required to meet the company’s emulsion manufacturing demand safely.

MEETING THE MOST STRINGENT SAFETY STANDARDS
As an Upper Tier COMAH (Control of Major Accident
Hazards) site, we ensure that the production of our
emulsion meets the most stringent safety requirements
– and this new facility has been built to the very
latest specifications in order to be compliant with UK
legislation, as well as international and EPC Groupe
standards.

By working to such exceptionally
high levels within the emulsion
plant – which, we believe, to be the only
known plant to comply with BS EN 61511 –
we are ensuring that EPC-UK’s emulsion
production is truly ‘Best in Class’ for
functional safety.

Using Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) in accordance
with BS EN 61511 (Functional Safety) to achieve the
highest levels of safety, the facility provides a safer and
more ergonomic working environment for operations
and maintenance personnel.

Chris Barlow
Operations Manager - RCW | EPC-UK

ADVANCED INFRASTRUCTURE & INNOVATION

This is the largest investment the
EPC Groupe has made for several
years and it’s extremely positive that it
has been made here in the UK. Today
has been a fitting start for our new
facility, with Mr Olivier Obst’s attendance
demonstrating the importance of
the site, not only to EPC-UK but to
the wider EPC Groupe.

In addition to providing heightened safety, the plant’s
combination of advanced infrastructure and innovative
equipment is serving to improve production turnaround
times. It is allowing us to increase our production
substantially and enabling a variable production
rate to meet demand. It is also providing us with the
opportunity to produce underground emulsion, adding
a supplementary product to our portfolio.
INVESTING IN THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
Following the opening ceremony at Rough Close
Works, EPC-UK employees were given the opportunity
to look around the new facility, understand its purpose
and become familiar with the process.

Chris Barlow
Operations Manager - RCW | EPC-UK
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FURTHER AWARDS AND
CERTIFICATIONS FOR EPC-UK
Contributor: Ben Williams, Managing Director | EPC-UK

We’re delighted to report that we have, for the second time, received the
prestigious MPQC award for Safety, Safety Culture and Leadership at the MPA
(Mineral Products Association) Health and Safety Awards, in recognition of our
innovative ‘Commit to be Fit’ initiative and our outstanding safety leadership.

Commit
to be

fit!
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RAISING THE MPQC TROPHY
We have become the only company to receive
the prized MPQC accolade twice – demonstrating
our dedication to - and the proven results of - our
‘Commit to be Fit’ programme and our safety
leadership.
Created to help the health and wellbeing of our
staff, both in and out of work and encourage them
to choose more active, healthier lifestyles, ‘Commit
to be Fit’ has been a top company priority since its
inception in 2016.
WHAT’S ‘COMMIT TO BE FIT’ ABOUT?
The scheme encourages staff to take an active
interest in their health, whilst providing support and
guidance on a range of topics from nutrition and
exercise, to mindfulness and mental health.
Activities include encouraging employees to get out
of the office and walk one km every day, wearing
a Garmin fitness device and taking up suitable

FLYING HIGH ON ISO 22301 ACHIEVEMENT
Announcing further success, we have recently
achieved accreditation of ISO 22301 Business
Continuity Management.
Proving our business’s ability to; understand and
prioritise relevant threats, put preventative protection
plans in place, reduce the likelihood of threatening
events occurring and ensure EPC-UK is equipped
to recover from disruptive incidents, the success of
attaining ISO 22301 is a marked accomplishment.
VALUED EXPERTISE
Our Business Standards Manager, Diane Cartledge,
has played an integral part in planning, reviewing
and continually improving EPC-UK’s documented
management system to make it eligible for the
kitemarked certification:

extracurricular fitness activities to help make health
and wellbeing a priority - and the results have been
life changing.
‘Commit to be Fit’ encouraged one member of our
team to take up cycling to improve his fitness and he
has lost four stone in weight as a result.

We’ve embraced the challenge
of engaging 250 employees,
across five different operations, with the
‘Commit to be Fit’ initiative. We have seen
a reduction in absence levels, to less than
1.5 percent and a 70 percent reduction in
smokers in the business – all as a
result of ‘Commit to be Fit’.
Ben Williams
Managing Director - EPC-UK

Our standards demonstrate to the
outside world exactly what we can do
and that we’ve systems at the ready no
matter what the future might deliver.
Ben Williams
Managing Director - EPC-UK
MAINTAINING MOMENTUM
As risks can change continuously and need
addressing regularly, Diane and her team are already
preparing to start the process again, proving that
EPC-UK considers Business Continuity Management
an ongoing competence of immeasurable
importance.
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EXPANDING OUR TRAINING TO
ENCOURAGE BETTER MENTAL HEALTH
Contributor: Bob Woolley, SHEAQ Manager | EPC-UK

The Mental Health at Work 2018 Report conducted by You Gov, surveyed over
4,000 people and found that 61 percent of employees have experienced mental
health issues due to work or within situations where work was a related factor.
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OUR NUMBER ONE PRIORITY
More positively, it highlighted that 60 percent of
employees feel their line manager is genuinely
concerned for their wellbeing (compared to 55
percent in 2016) and 45 percent of employees believe
that their organisation does well in supporting those
with mental health issues (40 percent in 2016).
SUPPORTING GOOD MENTAL HEALTH AND
WELLBEING AT WORK
With the national Mental Health at Work 2018 Report
making public that one-in-three members of the UK
workforce is formally diagnosed with a mental health
condition at some point in their lives, EPC-UK has
committed to actively encouraging ‘talking’, ‘training’
and ‘taking action’ in a move to better support staff
and improve awareness and understanding across the
industry as a whole.

I have had first-hand experience
of interacting with a variety of
mental health issues and recognise my
own shortcomings in dealing with the
myriad of potential root causes in the
person affected. I know I’m not alone in
this, which is why it makes sense that
as EPC-UK, we develop the necessary
competencies to deal with such issues
and support our whole workforce.

As such, we’ve been working in partnership with
MHFA (Mental Health First Aid) England to launch a
specific course, capable of enabling participants to
qualify as ‘Mental Health First Aiders’.
UNDERSTANDING MENTAL HEALTH DYNAMICS
The training programme offers an in-depth
understanding of mental health dynamics and the
factors that can affect wellbeing, whilst providing
practical skills to spot the triggers and signs of
mental health issues. Delegates are given confidence
training to ‘step in’ to a situation and reassure and
support a person in distress and are taught enhanced
interpersonal skills such as non-judgemental listening.
HELPING OTHERS GET THE SUPPORT THEY NEED
The training also equips participants with the
knowledge to help someone to recover their health
by guiding them to further support – whether that is
through self-help resources, their employer, the NHS,
or a combination of each.

I am very proud of the positive way all
our employees have responded to this
new Mental Health First Aid programme
and their continued spirit of looking out
for each other. It is becoming infectious
and we are all developing a passion
for it, which makes for a safe,
understanding and promising future.
Ben Williams
Managing Director - EPC-UK
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CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP WITH THE INSTITUTE
OF EXPLOSIVES ENGINEERS ANNOUNCED
Contributor: Ben Williams, Managing Director | EPC-UK

Continuing our drive to raise National Occupational Standards (NOS) for the
explosives industry, we’ve announced that in addition to our IQ (Institute of
Quarrying) membership, we now hold corporate membership to the Institute
of Explosives Engineers (IExpE) - an organisation that encourages sector
liaison and strives to raise conduct levels.
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TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
It’s a move that furthers our commitment to
enhancing development via education. Through our
association with the IExpE, we’ll have access to a
specialist forum that promotes consultation between
individuals, professional private organisations,
government departments and armed forces experts.
COMMITTED TO BUSINESS NEEDS
The institute’s Training and Education Department
has become renowned for developing individual and
organisational effectiveness, by sourcing and offering
an array of innovative and diverse programmes to
nurture world class skills and satisfy present and
future business needs.

We share many values with the
IExpE, surrounding standards
and education and are delighted to
have become one of its corporate
members. It’s an organisation that has
developed and grown; and now, we’re
pleased to say, plans to accredit EPCUK as an educational establishment.
Together we’ll create ‘Educational
Pathways’ that once implemented will
increase skillsets within the commercial
explosives market, through the
application of education and
training.”
Ben Williams
Managing Director - EPC-UK

NEW MEMBERSHIP. MORE COURSES
With our membership now in place,
we will be introducing a suite of
explosives courses and qualifications
accredited by the IExpE over coming
months. These programmes will still
be run by EPC-UK and its team of
experts, but the IExpE accreditation
will add yet another level of credibility,
with delegates receiving certifications
carrying both the EPC-UK and IExpE
emblems.
Our plan is to set a new industry
standard for the explosives industry
and help to develop and maintain a
skilled workforce, which is imperative
to the continued success of our sector.

The Institute of Explosives Engineers is delighted
to welcome EPC-UK as a Corporate Member,
alongside a growing number of their explosives workers
as individual members. I am particularly pleased to
note their commitment to education, recognising the
industry wide challenge of development and retention
of competent and professional individuals. The growing
levels of investment and engagement by key industry
players, such as EPC-UK, is crucial for the ongoing
success and growth of the UK explosives sector
on the global stage. I look forward to a long and
positive relationship.”
David Welch
President of IExpE
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CHANGES FOR THE BETTER
Contributor: Ben Coppock, National Operations Manager | EPC-UK

Management of Change, or MoC, is a process typically used in the management
of hazardous substances. It is a best practice technique used to ensure that
safety, health and environmental risks are controlled when a company makes
changes to its facilities, personnel, products or operations.

Scan me for the latest
news from EPC-UK
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ROBUST SAFETY PROCESSES

These may include changes to:

As an operator in a highly hazardous industry, EPC-UK
has always placed a strong emphasis on Process Safety,
to help in the avoidance of major accidents. Within
the Process Safety environment, Management of
Change is a critical element. Changes to any process or
operation must be effectively controlled to ensure the
consequences are properly understood and effective
control measures put in place.

• Electrical equipment/system parameters

At EPC-UK, we have applied our Process Safety
knowledge in Management of Change to the wider
company outside of our chemical manufacture
operations, creating a robust MoC process which is
applied to all critical changes made within our business.

• Pressurised systems/parameters
• Process, procedure, process variables
• Factored items
• Process plant or equipment
• Raw materials/products
• Vehicle specifications
• Personnel that increase business risk
• Plant shutdown of great length
• A Safety Instrumented System

In the quarrying industry, the typical focus is on occupational health and safety.
However, working for EPC-UK I have been exposed to a wider range of safety
management methodologies, including Change Management. We have begun to
apply this methodology to our wider business model with great success and I am
sure as exposure to this technique grows more applications will become evident.
Ben Coppock National Operations Manager - EPC-UK

ENSURING CUSTOMER CONTINUITY
The Management of Change process requires input
from teams at every level of our business, as well as
from key stakeholders, to ensure all potential risks
have been considered and, most importantly, been
acted upon to maintain the highest levels of safety
and security, providing continuity for our customers.
PROCESS EVOLUTION
Management of Change is often an evolution and
therefore it is necessary to review our processes at
regular intervals. All major changes will also always
require verification from our Senior Management
Team.

In recent months, our Management of Change process
has been used to great effect in the construction
of our new bulk emulsion plant, changes in key
personnel, the introduction of new products, the
introduction of new raw materials and the installation
of a new Smart Drill Rig.

As key stakeholders, our customers’ input is
essential and while you may not be aware of it,
many of you will already have contributed to
such changes in one way or another!
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EPC-UK EXPANDS INNOVATIVE DRONE FLEET
Contributor: Dr Geoff Adderley, Senior Explosives Engineer | EPC-UK

As part of our commitment to continual improvement,
we have increased blast surveying capabilities through
the expansion of our drone fleet, in combination with the
application of photogrammetric techniques.

Scan me for the latest
news from EPC-UK
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EFFICIENT, EFFECTIVE, CUTTING-EDGE
This development builds on research reported in the
last issue of ONSITE, regarding a series of trials that
were carried out to assess the accuracy of drone
measurement compared to more conventional face
profiling methods. It became clear that the acquisition
of blast imagery from the vantage points drone
technology offered, allowed for the more precise
modelling of blast faces. With the entire process, from
flying the drone to processing the resulting imagery,
taking no longer than 30 minutes, it also proved to be
a more efficient method of modelling.
PILOT TRAINING
In 2018, seven drone pilots were trained to the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) standards by the Drone
Pilot Academy Ltd. and in August of the same year,
EPC-UK’s Permission for Commercial Operations
(PfCO) was granted by the CAA. These pilots are
now using drone technology, in conjunction with

photogrammetric techniques coupled with a photo
overlay, to enable them to create highly accurate
models which illustrate blast faces in incredible detail.

Drone technology is revolutionising
the way we conduct our blast
surveys. Not only is it allowing our
shotfirers to undertake a more informed
blast design when used in combination
with EPC-UK’s Expertir software, but it is
also reducing the amount of time it takes
to conduct a survey. Overall, it is making
our surveying capabilities more efficient
and our blast services offering
market-leading.”
Dr Geoff Adderley
Senior Explosives Engineer - EPC-UK

FLYING AT THE FOREFRONT OF LEGISLATION
As EPC-UK’s Accountable Manager – as defined
by the CAA for the PfCO – Simon Bolitho, Senior
Explosives Engineer, is responsible for the day-to-day
management and safe operation of the drone fleet and
its pilots. As such, he ensures he is at the forefront of
drone legislation and Simon’s attendance at the recent
Drone Industry Day confirms EPC-UK’s continued
competency and compliance with any changes to the
CAA rules.
FUTURE FLEET EXPANSION
Due to the success of our initial trials, combined with
the continued advantages we are experiencing from
the drones in current use, further expansion of the fleet
has been planned over the next 12 months. Additional
pilots will also be trained during the next year to enable
a wider roll out of the service.

For more information on EPC-UK’s drone services please
contact Geoff at geoff.adderley@epc-groupe.co.uk
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DELIVERING A GLOBAL SOLUTION FOR THE SAFE
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS MATERIALS
Contributor: Carl Newton, Head of Freight Forwarding & Shipping | EPC-UK

The transportation of dangerous materials can be a challenge. We understand
these challenges better than most and due to our position within the industry,
we are uniquely placed to offer our customers a truly integrated logistics
service for restricted, licenced and hazardous materials.

Scan me for more on
Freight Forwarding
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GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN SPECIALISTS
EPC Logistics provides a specialist, integrated
freight forwarding service which ensures Class 1 and
defence materials are transported safely, securely
and with the correct permits. With strategic facilities
worldwide, we are ideally placed to handle shipments
around the globe, as well as having the ability to
receive dangerous goods into our European logistics
hubs for consolidation and onward movement.
PEACE OF MIND – FROM A TO B
We have the knowledge and expertise to provide you
with the most efficient and cost-effective logistics
solution for your business and products.

Our rail offering provides reliable departure and
arrival times, as well as a reduced C02 footprint and
consistency in pricing.
AIR OR SEA
Air freight can significantly reduce the overall lead
time for the end client and we offer commercial, part
and/or full charter, together with the peace of mind
that we are fully compliant with IATA regulations.
By sea, we operate dedicated sailings between
Europe and the UK, as well as worldwide and the high
net explosive capacity of our docks makes this a cost
effective and highly efficient logistics choice.
STORAGE SOLUTIONS – WITH SAFETY AS STANDARD

ROAD OR RAIL
On the road we operate a fleet of the latest specialist
vehicles, all GPS tracked, driven by experienced ADR/
HAZMAT qualified drivers.

Our fleet of vehicles is also GPS tracked and
continually monitored ensuring transparency and
integrity at every stage of the supply chain.
GROUPEX – CLASS 1 CONSOLIDATION
Our innovative Groupex service enables part loads
of Class 1 goods to be loaded with other compatible
products into a single consignment, to deliver cost
effective efficiencies. We operate from our own
secure, purpose-built dock in Harwich, which is
licensed to receive 99 tonnes NEQ at any given time.
This secure dock and additional magazine stores also
enable us to offer on-site storage for both Groupex
and full load containers.

We understand that the storage of explosives can be
testing. We own and operate licenced sites at all our
major locations, providing both long and short-term
storage solutions.

EPC-UK are uniquely positioned to
offer secure, compliant and cost
effect solutions for complex supply
chains anywhere in the world. At EPC-UK,
we have the experience and capabilities with
our personnel, assets and infrastructures to
offer customised logistics solutions for any
type of requirement adding value to our
customers. Our bespoke services range from
logistics consulting, warehousing, customs,
licencing and all modes of Freight,
specialising in hazardous goods.”
Carl Newton
Head of Freight Forwarding & Shipping - EPC-UK
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ON COURSE TO BEAT THE SEPTEMBER
DEADLINE FOR ADR DRIVER TRAINING
Contributor: Tony Bird, Driver Training Manager | EPC-UK

If you are a driver who transports hazardous substances and you
undertook your ADR training in 2014, your qualification will soon
be expiring. September 2019 marks the deadline for renewing this
qualification – and keeping you on the road for the next five years.

Scan me for the latest
courses from EPC-UK
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INDUSTRY-LEADING TRAINING
We are pleased to announce that EPC-UK will once
again be offering its industry-leading ADR training
courses, with full accreditation from JAUPT and SQA,
at its state-of-the-art Learning & Development Centre
in Alfreton, Derbyshire.
The six-day, or 28-hour course is the only programme
of its kind offered in the Midlands. It will be overseen
by Tony Bird, EPC-UK’s Driver Training Manager and
will cover everything required for drivers to gain their
ADR qualification for the next five years.
As an employer the addition of a full ADR to your
workforce can allow you to extend your scope when
tendering for contracts. As an employee a full ADR
licence will give you a substantial competitive edge in
your career.

September seems a long way off,
but we would encourage drivers
to sign up to this course as soon as
possible. When the scheme was first
introduced in 2014, we experienced a
huge influx of applicants as the deadline
drew closer - more than we could
accommodate - and we had to turn
people away due to our courses being
fully booked. We do not want
this happening again this year.
Tony Bird
Driver Training Manager - EPC-UK

SEPTEMBER DEADLINE
Although, the qualification renewal date is over three
months away, we would advise any drivers wishing to
take their 2019 ADR course to book their place now.
ADR AND DCPC COMBINED
In addition to the full initial ADR course, we also
provide bespoke training to include Class 1 Explosives
courses, which require drivers to undertake a further
seven hours of CPC (Drivers Certificate of Professional
Competence) periodic tuition, as required by JAUPT.
We’re the only company in the UK to run both courses
consecutively, enabling students to obtain both
qualifications within the week.

We can not stress enough the importance of renewing
these qualifications on time. Leaving it till the last
minute - and not being able to get on to the course of
your choice - could have a detrimental effect on your
work and consequently earnings.”

For further information, please call or email
our Learning & Development Team:

DDI: 01773 837646
Email: Learning@epc-groupe.co.uk
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BRAMBLE ISLAND SHINES WITH SILVER
AWARD FROM INVESTORS IN PEOPLE
Contributor: Ashley Haslett, Head of Manufacturing Operations & Head of SHEAQ | EPC-UK

We are proud to announce that EPC-UK’s Bramble Island site has been
accredited as an Investors in People organisation at the Silver award level,
having met the appropriate requirements of the Investors in People Framework.

Scan me for the latest
news from EPC-UK
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WORLD-RECOGNISED STANDARDS

The IIP practitioner based their findings on three key
principles:

Investors in People is an independent, not-for-profit
company that helps organisations to lead, support
and manage people well for sustainable results.
Businesses that meet the world-recognised Investors
in People Standards represent the very best in people
management excellence.

#1 Leading
#2 Supporting
#3 Improving

PRIDE AND POSITIVITY

BEST PRACTICE BENCHMARKS

This is a fantastic achievement for EPC-UK, as it is the
first time we have gone through the new Investors
in People (IIP) Framework. This new assessment
has been specifically designed to be more rigorous,
up-to-date and more challenging than the previous
Framework, against which Bramble Island was last
assessed.

Over recent years we have reviewed our structures
to create a clearer, more defined management team.
This Investors in People assessment will not only
help the team regarding offering insight into current
people management practices, but will provide
a benchmark against which performance can be
measured, with the ultimate end goal of developing a
loyal and ambitious team that can take Bramble Island
forward.

The assessors overriding opinion was very positive,
finding Bramble Island to be a welcoming site where
people clearly took pride in their work and the
business.

This is a significant accomplishment
for EPC-UK and our Bramble Island
site. It is testament to the dedication our
management teams have shown towards
promoting our core values and creating
positive working environments. However,
as we move to put people management
to the forefront of our culture, it is also
important for us to understand
where any gaps may exist and
address these appropriately”
Ashley Haslett
Head of Manufacturing Operations & Head of SHEAQ

STRONG CORE COMPANY VALUES
The strongest, most positive area identified by the
assessment was the commitment shown by all
to operating in line with, adopting and living our
company values.
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The IIP conducts 12 and 24-month reviews, which
will provide us with an opportunity to review
our continuous improvement plan and proactive
employment engagement programme, as we strive to
maintain and exceed what is expected of us, both by
our employees and future IIP assessments.
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Contributor: Julie Wootton, Head of HR & IT | EPC-UK

LF

COME FOR THE FUN AND STAY
FOR THE FEEL-GOOD FACTOR

HARITY GO
KC

20

19
RELAX & ENJOY

The EPC-UK annual charity golf day has been a driving success for
three years running and we hope 2019 will be no exception. Held at the
prestigious Macdonald Portal Golf and Spa Hotel in Cheshire, this special
away day with its overnight option sees our customers, suppliers and
staff team up in groups of four to play 18-holes of championship golf.
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MAKE A DIARY DATE
This year, we’re looking forward to teeing off on
Thursday 5th of September, when we’ll play a series of
good-hearted golf rounds, followed by a networking
dinner and prize-giving ceremony, all to raise funds to
buy further defibrillators for our chosen charity, Hand
on Heart.
It’s the national cause with a simple and vital role; to
help prevent the deaths of the 12 young people who
suddenly die every single week from cardiac arrest.

Last year our golfing efforts secured an incredible
£3,000. We’d love to achieve even more this year, so
sign up for a place and help us to do all we can for
Hand on Heart.
Compete as an individual and we’ll create a team for
you or enter with your chosen four players in place.
Join us for the first time or return to pick up play
where you left off last year. Either way it will be great
to see you and your play on the day will certainly help
to make a difference.
THE GOLF DAY INCLUDES:

CONTINUING TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
2019 will be the fourth year that we have supported
this worthy charity. In that time, we’ve succeeded in
raising enough money from our annual golf day to
secure the purchase of 18 much-needed defibrillators,
together with funds to provide specialist training
for school staff to use the equipment safely and
effectively.

• Bacon rolls and coffee
• 18-holes of championship golf
• A 3-course evening meal
• Trophies, prizes and a raffle

Scan me for more
on Golf Day 2019

Golf Day 2019 | Thursday 5th September | McDonald Portal Hotel & Spa, Cheshire

STAY FOR THE NIGHT

NOMINATE YOUR SCHOOL

Why not stay the night at the Macdonald Portal Golf
and Spa Hotel? We can arrange hotel accommodation
for after the evening meal.

We want to keep on helping Hand on Heart and
adding to the charity’s incredible achievements. To
nominate your local school to receive a defibrillator
and training, please email Julie.

GET READY TO PLAY
We’ll be playing an 18-hole Texas Scramble
competition, which will be awarded with both team
and individual prizes. There’ll also be a ‘nearest-thepin’ and a ‘longest drive’ competition. For further
information, or to receive an application form, email

Julie.Wootton@epc-groupe.co.uk
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Following its debut into the “100
tonne per hectare club” during
its first beet growing year, Great
Oakley Farm has once again been
singled out for its exceptional 20182019 beet growing performance.
The farm’s yield of 96.92 tonnes,
which was achieved during a
particularly difficult growing
season, has placed EPC-UK as the
ninth highest ranking grower in
the Bury St Edmunds area and 42
percent above the national average
in terms of tonnes achieved.

